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Discover

ROPER RHODES SHOWERS

Selective 
Our Showering Solutions

Intuitive
Concealed Push Button Showers

Discover our extensive collection of showering solutions. We at Roper Rhodes 
have put together a selection of shower systems to provide the ultimate 
showering experience, fitted out with the latest technology, our products not 
only look the part but will enhance your everyday bathroom experience.

Unearth the variety of shower valve 
functions & styles available in the  
Roper Rhodes range. p6

Ergonomic controls allow you to change 
the showering function at the push of a 
button. p10

Timeless
Surface Mounted Showers

Make a statement with our beautifully 
designed, easy to install surface mounted 
showers, perfect for classically styled 
bathrooms. p42

Minimalist
Concealed Valve Showers

Valves installed behind the wall, perfect for 
a clean, modern bathroom space. p20

Unique 
Create Your Own Shower

Create a truly bespoke shower for your 
perfect bathroom tranquility. p66

roperrhodes.co.uk
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Functional
Bar Valve Showers

Easy to install contemporary surface 
mounted bar valve showers. Intuitive,  
easy to use controls allow you to regulate  
the water pressure and temperature. p56

10
YEAR

10 YEAR GUARANTEE 

All Roper Rhodes shower systems  
come complete with a 10 year guarantee,  

including the thermostatic cartridge.
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Discover 

UNDERSTANDING YOUR SHOWERING OPTIONS
 

BAR VALVE SHOWERS 

Occupying slightly less area than traditional exposed valves, bar 
valves are an economical choice that are ideal for compact shower 
spaces. Exceptionally easy to install and maintain, our collection 
of bar style mixer shower valves are available with a classic single 
function handset, or as a dual function system with a rainfall effect 
showerhead. Available in smooth, round or sleek square designs.

CONCEALED SHOWER VALVES 

Our concealed thermostatic shower valves offer single, dual or triple function, all 
in one easy to control system. Single function allows you to choose your perfect 
temperature level, dual function allows you to seamlessly switch between handset 
and overhead showers, whilst triple function adds our smart flow bath filler. Both 
include a specific handle to control the temperature, meaning you can choose 
your perfect level and leave it for the next time you shower.

PUSH BUTTON SHOWER VALVES 

Making the everyday task luxurious. Swiss engineering 
combines with intelligent push button technology to offer you 
effortlessly luxurious showering, all at the touch of a button. 
Available in an expansive range of styles and configurations.
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10 YEAR GUARANTEE 

All Roper Rhodes shower systems  
come complete with a 10 year guarantee,  

including the thermostatic cartridge.

10
YEAR

EXPOSED SHOWER VALVES 

Bring the charm of traditional brassware into your home. Our 
timeless collection of surface mounted showers pair the period 
style you love with our tried and tested engineering, giving you 
that vintage feel with the comfort that your shower will last for 
years to come.  
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CONCEALED  
PUSH BUTTON SHOWERS
CONCEALED  
PUSH BUTTON SHOWERS
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Making things simple

CONCEALED PUSH BUTTON SHOWERS
 

EASY INSTALLATION
The valve can be easily removed and serviced even 
after installation giving you total piece of mind.

Scan the QR code 
to see Event-Click 
shower features  

in action

Push button shower systems are the perfect family showering 
solution, the ergonomic controls allow you to change the showering 
function at the push of a button. Our Event-click showers are easy to 
operate and the ideal solution for the modern bathroom. The shower 
handset features 3 invigorating spray functions, energising, relaxed 
and massage, providing you with the ultimate choice for relaxation. 
The separate thermostatic control dial means you can set your 
desired temperature which keeps it constant for every shower. 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR



Concealed push button shower solutions 

EVENT-CLICK SHOWERS
 

SVSET154

Event-click single  
function shower system with 
smartflow bath filler

SVSET155

Event-click single 
function shower system 
with riser kit

SVSET157

Event-click dual function  
shower system with riser kit  
and overhead shower

SVSET147

Event-click dual function 
shower system with riser kit and 
overhead shower

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
Smartflow bath filler
Min pressure 1.0bar

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
Brass riser rail
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow  
Min pressure 1.0bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
230mm overhead shower 
Brass riser rail
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow 
Min pressure 1.0bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
230mm overhead shower 
Brass riser rail
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow  
Min pressure 1.0bar

SINGLE FUNCTION
Push button shower systems

DUAL FUNCTION
Push button shower systems

12 1313

SHOWER HANDSET
3 different spray functions, energising, 
relaxed and massage, you’re only one 
click away from total relaxation

SVSET170 Black

Event-click dual function  
shower system with riser kit
and overhead shower

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm adjustable shower arm  
250mm overhead shower 
Black riser rail
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Wall elbow  
Min pressure 1.0bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

£453.60 £548.20 £757.80 £757.80 £854.60



SVSET164 Black SVSET159

Event-click triple function 
system with riser kit, 
overhead shower &  
smartflow bath filler

SVSET158

Event-click triple function 
shower system with handset & 
holder, overhead shower and 
smartflow bath filler

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
230mm overhead shower 
Brass riser rail
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow  
Smartflow bath filler
Min pressure 1.0bar

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
230mm overhead shower
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Min pressure 1.0bar

DUAL FUNCTION
Push button shower systems

TRIPLE FUNCTION
Push button shower systems

SVSET162

Event-click dual function  
shower system with handset 
& holder and ceiling mounted 
shower head

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
300mm ceiling mounted shower head
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow 
Min pressure 1.0bar

SVSET156

Event-click dual function 
shower system with handset 
& holder and overhead 
shower

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
230mm overhead shower 
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Brass wall elbow with handset holder
Min pressure 1.0bar

SMARTFLOW BATH FILLER
Use in place of a tap on your bath tub  
for a sleek, minimalist bath filling solution

Event-click dual function 
shower system with shower 
handset & holder and 
overhead shower

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm adjustable shower arm  
250mm overhead shower  
Three function shower handset
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Wall elbow with handset holder
Min pressure 1.0bar

14 15

Concealed push button shower solutions 

EVENT-CLICK SHOWERS
 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

14

£1,128.70 £1,096.50£881.50£741.70£838.50
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COMPLETE CONTROL 
AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON
Control your shower or bath with just one 
push of a button, Our valve options give 
you flexibility and choice with how many 
functions you want your shower to control, 
you can even use our valves to fill your 
bath when paired with a bath filler, see 
pages 78 for bath filling solutions

SINGLE FUNCTION
Single function valve allows for the 
control of 1 shower accessory such 
as a fixed shower head

DUAL FUNCTION
Dual function valve allows for 
the control of 2 separate shower 
accessories such as a shower handset 
and fixed shower head

TRIPLE FUNCTION
Triple function valve allows for control 
of 3 separate shower accessories 
such as a shower handset, fixed 
shower head & smartflow bath filler

FUNCTION
Choose your preferred shower 
function at the click of a button 

CONTROL
Use the dial to preset your shower 
temperature, ensuring you get the 
perfect showering experience every time

VALVES CAN 
BE MOUNTED 

HORIZONTALLY
OR

VERTICALLY

SV3218 Black

SV3217 Chrome

Event-click triple function shower valve
102(w) x 268mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Event-click dual function shower valve
95(w) x 222mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV3216 Chrome

Event-click single function shower valve
95(w) x 161mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV3214 Chrome

Event-click dual function shower valve
95(w) x 222mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Concealed push button valve solutions

EVENT-CLICK VALVES
 

Push button shower valves feature easy to use controls, they benefit 
from instant start/stop activation for up to 3 outlets. Their concealed 
styling offer a stunning minimalist design solution. The round handle 
controls the temperature (which you can set and leave, ensuring the 
perfect temperature each time you shower). The buttons control the 
chosen outlets. Push button valves are only available within the  
Event-click collection.

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

Spare push button with a bath filling symbol supplied with  
dual function shower valve

Spare push button with a bath filling symbol supplied with  
dual function shower valve

£368.70

£473.00

£569.70

£682.60





CONCEALED VALVE SHOWERS

Our concealed shower offer two or three 
functions with a rainfall overhead shower, an 
elegant shower handset and smartflow bath 
ifller. The classic riser rail style allows you to 
adjust the height of your handset with ease for 
optimal showering. These showers are available 
in round or square styles.

20 21

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving 
flow regulators 

GUARANTEE
10 year guarantee, 

including thermostatic 
cartridge

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water without 

compromising your 
shower experience

10
YEAR

LOOK OUT FOR THESE FEATURES
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AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

RECITE CONCEALED VALVE SHOWERS
 

SVSET153

Recite dual function shower system with 
riser kit & overhead shower - chrome

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET165

Recite dual function shower system with 
riser kit & overhead shower - black

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET174

Recite dual function shower system with  
riser kit & overhead shower - brushed brass

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Recite dual function valve - blackRecite dual function valve - chrome

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV4019 Dual function

Recite dual function valve - brushed brass

SV4015 Dual functionSV4006 Dual function

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Shower solutions

RECITE VALVE HANDLE

For Recite bar valve shower options see page 58.

£510.60 £596.60 £875.00

£397.70£283.80 £595.00



AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

UNITY CONCEALED VALVE SHOWERS
 

SVSET151

Unity dual function shower system with 
riser kit & overhead shower - chrome

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Adjustable riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET152

Unity dual function shower system with 
riser kit & overhead shower - black

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Adjustable riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET173

Unity dual function shower system with  
riser kit & overhead shower - brushed brass

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Adjustable riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Unity dual function valve - blackUnity dual function valve - chrome

SV3919 Dual function

Unity dual function valve - brushed brass

SV3915 Dual functionSV3906 Dual function

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

90(w) x 215mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

24 25

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Shower solutions

UNITY VALVE HANDLE

For Unity bar valve shower options see page 60.

£397.70£283.80 £595.00

£510.60 £596.60 £875.00



SVSET22

Event round triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smarflow bath filler

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
220mm shower head
Adjustable riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET20

Event round single function 
shower system with riser kit

SVSET01

Event round dual function 
shower system with riser kit & 
overhead shower

SVSET21

Event round dual function shower 
system with riser kit & smartflow 
bath filler

Event round dual function 
shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower 

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
Adjustable riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
220mm overhead shower
Adjustable riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm    
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Adjustable riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose 
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET42

SV1409 Triple function

Event round valve

SV1404 Single function

SV1406 Dual function

Event round valve 

26 27

EVENT ROUND 
CONCEALED VALVE SHOWERS

VALVE PLATES
Event valve plates can be  
mounted horizontally or vertically

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

102(w) x 280mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h)

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

EVENT ROUND 
 VALVE HANDLE

Shower solutions

For Event round bar valve shower options see page 62.

£1,075.00£533.20 £671.80 £763.20 £795.50

£373.00

£407.40
£612.70



Event square triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smartflow bath filler

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower 
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET19

EVENT VALVES
can be used 
horizontally or vertically

EVENT SQUARE SHOWER SYSTEM SVSET163

Event square dual function shower system 
with riser kit & overhead shower

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower 
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET41

Event square dual function 
shower system with riser kit & 
ceiling mounted overhead shower

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
300mm ceiling mounted overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function air-drive shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET163

SV2109 Triple function

Event square valve

SV2104 Single function

SV2106 Dual function

Event square valve 

28 29
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GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

102(w) x 280mm(h)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h)

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

EVENT SQUARE
VALVE HANDLE

EVENT SQUARE 
CONCEALED VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

For Event square bar valve shower options see page 62.

£1,075.00£795.50£854.60

£373.00

£407.40
£612.70
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SVSET115

Hydra dual function shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

HYDRA VALVE HANDLE

SVSET99

Hydra triple function shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower & smartflow bath filler

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
415mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV1509 Triple function

Hydra valve

SV1513 Single function

SV1506 Dual function

Hydra valve 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h) 

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

HYDRA CONCEALED 
VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

£612.70£373.00

£407.40

£795.50 £1,075.00
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CONCEALED DUAL FUNCTION 
SHOWER  SYSTEMS WITH HANDSET 
HOLDER & OVERHEAD SHOWER
 

Shower system solutions

SCAPE VALVE HANDLE

SV3809 Triple function

Scape valve

SV3813 Single function

SV3806 Dual function

Scape valve

SVSET144

Scape dual function shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

SVSET145

Scape triple function shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower & smartflow bath filler

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
415mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h) 

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

roperrhodes.co.uk

SCAPE CONCEALED 
VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

£795.50 £1,075.00

£373.00

£407.40

£612.70
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ELATE VALVE HANDLE

SV2409 Triple function

Elate valve

SV2413 Single function

SV2406 Dual function

Elate valve

SVSET92

Elate dual function shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

SVSET109

Elate triple function shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower & smartflow bath filler

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
415mm brass shower arm
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
415mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h) 

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

ELATE CONCEALED 
VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

£612.70£373.00

£407.40

£795.50 £1,075.00
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SVSET149

Craft dual function shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

CRAFT VALVE HANDLE

SVSET150

Craft triple function shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower & smartflow bath filler

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV3509 Triple function

Craft valve

SV3513 Single function

SV3506 Dual function

Craft valve

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h) 

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

CRAFT CONCEALED 
VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

£795.50 £1,075.00

£373.00

£407.40

£612.70
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SVSET141

Clear dual function shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

CLEAR VALVE HANDLE

SVSET142

Clear triple function shower system with riser kit, 
overhead shower & smartflow bath filler

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV3709 Triple function

Clear valve

SV3713 Single function

SV3706 Dual function

Clear valve 

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar102(w) x 214mm(h) 

Single function minimum pressure 0.1bar
Dual function minimum pressure 0.3bar

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

CLEAR CONCEALED 
VALVE SHOWERS

Shower solutions

£795.50 £1,075.00

£373.00

£407.40

£612.70





10
YEAR

42 43

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving 
flow regulators 

COORDINATING TAPS
coordinating tap available 

to pair your timeless  
shower system 

GUARANTEE
10 year guarantee, 

including thermostatic 
cartridge

TIMELESS SHOWERS

Traditional concealed and surface mounted 
showers available in single, dual or triple 
function to suit your needs.Why not bring 
the whole look together by coordinating your 
shower with its matching tap range?

LOOK OUT FOR THESE FEATURES
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SVSET132

Keswick single function 
shower system with 
overhead shower

SVSET131

Keswick dual function 
shower system with riser kit &
overhead shower

SVSET133

Keswick triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smartflow bath filler

SVSET130

Keswick single function  
shower system with  
overhead shower

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass valve cover plate
Min pressure 0.3bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate 
Min pressure 0.5bar

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate
Traditional smartflow bath filler 
Min pressure 1.0bar

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower
Overall system height 1110mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head 
Min pressure 0.3bar

CONCEALED 
Timeless shower systems

SURFACE MOUNTED
Timeless shower systems

SVSET129

Keswick dual function 
shower system with rigid riser kit 
& overhead shower

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower & handset
Overall system height 1237mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head
Brass shower hose 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SURFACE MOUNTED
Timeless shower systems

ALSO 
AVAILABLE IN

BRASS
SEE PAGE  

230

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

45

Timeless shower solutions

KESWICK SHOWERS
 

£661.10 £833.10 £1,075.00£833.10 £913.70



Timeless shower solutions

KESWICK SHOWER 

Keswick dual function shower system  
with rigid riser kit & overhead shower
Brushed brass thermostatic sequential shower valve
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with separate flow control to overhead  
shower & handset
Overall system height 1237mm, rigid riser rail can be cut to height
200mm brushed brass shower head
Single function brushed brass shower handset
Brushed brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

46 47

SVSET175

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

£1,150.00
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SVSET127

Cranborne single function 
shower system with 
overhead shower

SVSET126

Cranborne dual function 
shower system with riser kit &
overhead shower

SVSET128

Cranborne triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smartflow bath filler

SVSET125

Cranborne single function  
shower system with  
overhead shower

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass valve cover plate
Min pressure 0.3bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate 
Min pressure 0.5bar

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate
Traditional smartflow bath filler 
Min pressure 1.0bar

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower
Overall system height 1110mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head 
Min pressure 0.3bar

CONCEALED 
Shower systems

SURFACE MOUNTED
Shower systems

SVSET124

Cranborne dual function 
shower system with rigid riser kit 
& overhead shower

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower & handset
Overall system height 1237mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head
Brass shower hose 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SURFACE MOUNTED
Shower systems

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Timeless shower solutions

CRANBORNE SHOWERS
 

£661.10 £833.10 £1,075.00£833.10 £913.70
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SVSET53

Henley single function 
shower system with 
overhead shower

SVSET52

Henley dual function 
shower system with riser kit &
overhead shower

SVSET146

Henley triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smartflow bath filler

SVSET51

Henley single function  
shower system with  
overhead shower

Single function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass valve cover plate
Min pressure 0.3bar

Dual function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate 
Min pressure 0.5bar

Triple function thermostatic shower valve  
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
200mm brass overhead shower
Brass riser rail
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose, wall elbow &
cover plate
Traditional smartflow bath filler 
Min pressure 1.0bar

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower
Overall system height 1110mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head 
Min pressure 0.3bar

CONCEALED 
Shower systems

SURFACE MOUNTED
Shower systems

SVSET50

Henley dual function 
shower system with rigid riser kit 
& overhead shower

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower & handset
Overall system height 1237mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head
Brass shower hose 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SURFACE MOUNTED
Shower systems

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Timeless shower solutions

HENLEY SHOWERS
 

5151

£661.10 £833.10 £1,075.00£833.10 £913.70
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SVSET98

Wessex dual function  
shower system with riser kit  
& overhead shower

SVSET112

Wessex triple function shower 
system with riser kit, overhead 
shower & smartflow bath filler

SVSET66

Wessex single function  
shower system with  
overhead shower

Thermostatic dual function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Thermostatic triple function shower valve
390mm brass adjustable shower arm  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Wall elbow 
Smartflow bath filler
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower
Overall system height 1110mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head 
Min pressure 0.3bar

CONCEALED 
Shower systems

SURFACE MOUNTED
Timeless shower systems

SVSET67

Wessex dual function 
shower system with rigid riser kit 
& overhead shower

Thermostatic sequential shower valve  
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow 
control to overhead shower & handset
Overall system height 1237mm
Rigid riser can be cut to height
200mm brass shower head
Brass shower hose 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SURFACE MOUNTED
Shower systems

SV6613 Single function

SV6606 Dual function

SV6609 Triple function

Wessex valves 

102(w) x 280mm(h) 
Triple function min pressure 1.0bar

102(w) x 214mm(h) 
Single function min pressure 0.1bar
Dual function min pressure 0.3bar

Timeless shower solutions

WESSEX SHOWERS
 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

£913.70£833.10 £795.50

£373.00

£407.40

£612.70£1,075.00





BAR VALVE SHOWERS

10
YEAR

56 57

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving 
flow regulators 

GUARANTEE
10 year guarantee, 

including thermostatic 
cartridge

Our bar valve showers allow for quick and 
easy installation with minimal disruption to the 
bathroom as they do not need to be recessed 
into a wall. Our selection of modern bar valve 
systems offer form and function, all in one easy 
to fit and control unit. Available in smooth, round 
or sleek square designs.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE FEATURES



RECITE BAR VALVE SHOWERS
 

58 59

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

Recite bar valve shower system
Brushed brass

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET169

Recite bar valve shower system
Black

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET167

Recite bar valve shower system
Chrome

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET172

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Shower solutions

For Recite concealed shower options see page 22.

£400.00 £475.00 £575.00
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UNITY BAR VALVE SHOWERS
 

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

Unity bar valve shower system
Brushed brass

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET168

Unity bar valve shower system
Black

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET166

Unity bar valve shower system
Chrome

Dual function thermostatic bar valve  
250mm stainless steel overhead shower
Riser rail
Three function push button shower handset
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET171

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

Shower solutions

For Unity concealed shower options see page 24.

£400.00 £475.00 £575.00



6362

CONTROLS
Diverter control the flow to 
single or dual outlets

CONTROLS
Control the temperature

EVENT ROUND EVENT SQUARE

Shower solutions

EVENT BAR VALVE SHOWERS
 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

roperrhodes.co.uk

FIXING KIT
All bar valves are supplied with surface mounted quick 
fixing kits for easy installation

Event square dual function 
bar valve shower system

Thermostatic diverter valve with 
quick fixing kit
Height adjustable rigid riser rail
220mm overhead shower
Air-drive single function shower handset
Shower hose
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET31

Event round dual function 
bar valve shower system

Thermostatic diverter valve   
with quick fixing kit
Height adjustable rigid riser rail
220mm brass overhead shower  
Air-drive five function shower handset
Shower hose
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET30

Event round single function 
bar valve shower system

Thermostatic shower valve  
with quick fixing kit
Riser rail
Air-drive five function shower handset
Easy clean shower hose with  
metallic finish
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET32

For Event round and square concealed shower options see pages 26-29.

£282.70 £503.10 £503.10
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roperrhodes.co.uk

SVSET37

Storm dual function bar valve  
shower system with shelf

SVSET02

Storm dual function bar valve 
shower system

Thermostatic valve featuring a useful brass 
accessory shelf and quick fixing kit 
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
220mm brass overhead shower
Air-drive five function shower handset
Shower hose
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Thermostatic shower valve with quick fixing kit 
Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
220mm overhead shower
Single function shower handset
Brass shower hose
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

6565

SV2208 Chrome

Storm bottom outlet bar valve - single function
265(w) x 40 x 106mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV2207 Chrome

Storm top outlet bar valve - single function
265(w) x 40 x 106mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

FIXING KIT
All bar valves are supplied with surface mounted quick fixing kits for easy installation

Shower solutions

STORM BAR VALVE SHOWERS
 

GUARANTEE
including 

thermostatic 
cartridge

10
YEAR

ECO1

ECO1 
Compatible with optional 

water & energy saving  
flow regulators 

For use with dual function rigid riser rail  
see page 254 SVARM07

£736.30 £666.50

£310.60 £310.60



CREATE YOUR OWN SHOWER

If our shower packages don’t suit your requirements then you can 
design your own shower to meet your own specific needs & style. 
The guide in this section will help you select the right thermostatic 
valve for the job. Then browse the following few pages to select 
from the different shower components available & build a shower 
which is bespoke to you.

CREATE YOUR OWN SHOWER

If our shower packages don’t suit your requirements then you can 
design your own shower to meet your own specific needs & style. 
The guide in this section will help you select the right thermostatic 
valve for the job. Then browse the following few pages to select 
from the different shower components available & build a shower 
which is bespoke to you.



Make it unique

CREATING YOUR OWN SHOWER
 

How many functions would you like your shower to control?  
Our selection of valves give the option to choose from single, dual 
and triple function controls, see pages 16-39

CHOOSE HOW MANY FUNCTIONS YOU REQUIRE

SINGLE OUTLET  
for single function valves to control a fixed head, handset or bath filler

DUAL OUTLETS 
delivering water to two separate outlets for dual function valves to 
control two outlets, see options opposite

TRIPLE OUTLETS  
delivering water to three separate outlets for triple function valves to 
control three outlets, see options opposite

Once you have decided whether you want a single, dual or triple function shower valve (p16-39), next you 
need to decide what outlets you would like your system to control. Choose from the selection above, all of 
which are available from Roper Rhodes, see pages 70-81 for all available options.

OUTLET OPTIONS FOR SHOWER VALVES

SHOWER VALVE
see pages 16-39

SHOWER ARM
see page 77

SHOWER HEAD
see page 76-77

SHOWER HANDSET
see page 70

SHOWER HOSE
see page 80

BATH FILLER
see page 78

RISER RAIL
see page 72

WALL ELBOW
see page 80

68 69

SHOWER HANDSET OVERHEAD SHOWER SMARTFLOW
BATH FILLER

BATH MOUNTED
SHOWER KIT



Make it unique

SHOWER HANDSETS
 

SVHEAD38 Chrome

Event-Click triple function  
push button control handset 
120mm(dia)mm 
Min pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD29 Chrome

Air-Drive  
round five function handset 
110mm(dia)mm 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD23 Chrome

Round five function handset 
100mm(dia)mm 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD24 Chrome

Round single function handset 
100mm(dia)mm 
Min pressure 0.2bar

SVHEAD28 Chrome

Air-Drive 
square single function handset 
80 x 95mm head 
Min pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD22 Chrome

Square single function handset 
80 x 80mm head 
Min pressure 0.2bar

70 71

Unsure which shower head to pair 
with which riser rail? To make your 
decision a little easier we have also 
pre-selected a number of shower 
handsets and rails into shower kits 
see p73 for details

PRE-SELECTED

PAGE

73

SVHEAD42 Black

Square microphone handset 
25(w) x 220(h)mm

SVHEAD41 Black

Round microphone handset 
25(w) x 220(h)mm

SVHEAD39 Chrome

Round microphone handset 
24(w) x 220(h)mm

SVHEAD43 Chrome

SVHEAD44 Black

SVHEAD53 Brushed brass

Unity triple function handset 
120 x120mm head 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD45 Chrome

SVHEAD51 Black

SVHEAD55 Brushed brass

Recite triple function handset 
120 x 110mm head 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD40 Chrome

Square microphone handset 
25(w) x 220(h)mm

SVACS21 Chrome

Event-click handset
with elbow outlet & hose 
Min pressure 1.0bar

AIR

AIR

SVACS19 Chrome

Round microphone handset
with elbow outlet & hose 
Min pressure 0.2bar

SVACS20 Chrome

Square microphone handset
with elbow outlet & hose 
Min pressure 0.2bar

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

1 2 3 4 5 6 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

All microphone handsets have a min pressure 0.2bar
Constructed from brass materials

SVHEAD60 Brushed brass

Square microphone handset 
25(w) x 220(h)mm

SVHEAD47 Brushed brass

Round microphone handset 
25(w) x 220(h)mm

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

£39.70

£39.70

£34.00

£34.00

£40.70 £33.70 £33.30

£22.60 £33.70 £23.20

£39.70

£34.00 £34.00

£102.10£90.70 £108.00
£40.00

£55.00£55.00

£45.00

£45.00



Make it unique

RISER RAILS
 

Make it unique

SHOWER KITS
 

SVRAIL01 Chrome

Wave riser rail with adjustable  
wall bracket positions 
685(h)mm adjustable

SVRAIL07 Chrome

SVRAIL02 Chrome

SVRAIL05 Chrome

Event-click riser rail 
865(h)mm

Sanctuary riser rail  
760(h)mm

Dive riser rail  
653(h)mm

SVRAIL09 Chrome

SVRAIL10 Black

SVRAIL14 Brushed brass

Unity riser rail with adjustable 
wall bracket positions 
700(h)mm

SVRAIL11 Chrome

SVRAIL13 Black

SVRAIL15 Brushed brass SVARM07 Chrome

SVARM10 Chrome

Recite riser rail  
770(h)mm

Round height adjustable riser 
rail with diverter 
To be used with top out let bar 
valve shower 
Adjustable from 958-1440mm 
420mm(d)

Square height adjustable rigid 
riser rail with diverter 
Adjustable from 640-1080mm
400mm(d)

72 7373

SVKIT20

Event-click chrome shower kit 
Includes Event-Click brass 
riser rail, easy clean smooth 
shower hose and three function 
push button control handset
Min pressure 1.0bar

SVKIT11

Dive chrome shower kit
Includes Dive round riser rail, 
easy clean smooth shower hose 
with metallic effect hose, Air-drive 
five function shower handset 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVKIT03

Spa chrome shower kit
Includes Sanctuary brass riser 
rail, shower hose and round five 
function shower handset 
Min pressure 0.5bar

SVKIT23 Chrome
SVKIT24 Black
SVKIT25 Brushed brass

Recite chrome shower kit 
Includes square riser rail,  
shower hose and square  
shower handset 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

ECO1

ECO1 
All shower kits are 

compatible with optional 
water & energy saving 

flow regulators 

AIR

SVRAIL08 Chrome

Event-click   
adjustable riser rail  
760(h)mm

SVKIT05

Crest chrome shower kit 
Includes Wave riser rail (adjustable 
wall bracket position), shower 
hose and round single function 
handset Ideal for low pressure 
Min pressure 0.2bar

Unity shower kit
Includes riser rail (adjustable  
wall bracket position),  
shower hose and  round  
shower handset 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVKIT14

Event-click chrome shower kit 
Includes Event-Click brass 
riser rail, Easy clean smooth 
shower hose and three function 
push button control handset
Min pressure 1.0bar

SVKIT08

Drench chrome shower kit
Includes square brass riser rail, 
shower hose and square single 
function handset.
Ideal for low pressure 
Min pressure 0.2bar

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

SVKIT21 Chrome

SVKIT22 Black

SVKIT26 Brushed brass

SVRAIL03 Chrome

Square riser rail  
680(h)mm

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1 2 3 4 5 6

AIR

AIR-DRIVE 
Uses less water  

without compromising  
your shower experience

£184.30 £136.50

£147.80 £150.50

£79.40 £79.40
£85.10

£256.90

£252.00

£72.50

£94.40

£139.70

£100.20

£96.40

£116.60 £136.50

£147.80

£156.40 £145.10

£115.00

£85.00

£115.00

£150.00

£165.00

£92.50

£165.00





Make it unique

OVERHEAD SHOWERS  
 

76 77

SVHEAD35

Event-click  
230mm overhead shower 
230mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVARM11

Round shower arm 
Constructed from brass material 
70(h) x 390mm(d)

SVHEAD15 Polished

SVHEAD50 Black

SVHEAD54 Brushed brass

Square 250mm overhead shower 
made from polished stainless steel 
250(w) x 250mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVARM05 Chrome

SVARM14 Black

SVARM15 Brushed brass

Square shower arm 
Constructed from brass material
55(h) x 415mm(d)

SVHEAD18

Round 220mm overhead shower 
220mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVARM01

Adjustable shower arm
Constructed from brass material 
75(h) x 390mm(d)

SVHEAD12 Polished

SVHEAD46 Black

SVHEAD52 Brushed brass

Round 250mm overhead shower 
made from polished stainless steel 
250mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

Adjustable shower arm 
Constructed from brass material 
75(h) x 390mm(d)

SVHEAD14 

Square 200mm overhead shower 
made from polished stainless steel 
200(w) x 200mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVARM05

Square shower arm
Constructed from brass material 
55(h) x 415mm(d)

SVARM01 Chrome

SVARM12 Black

SVARM16 Brushed brass

SVHEAD34

Round 300mm ceiling flush 
mounted stainless steel  
overhead shower 
300mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD33

Square 300mm ceiling flush 
mounted stainless steel  
overhead shower
300(w) x 300mm(d)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVARM06

Short brass ceiling arm 
Constructed from brass material 
80mm(h) 

SVARM04

Ceiling arm
Constructed from brass material 
340mm(h)

SVHEAD11

Round 200mm overhead shower 
made from polished stainless steel 
200mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVARM01

Adjustable shower arm
Constructed from brass material 
75(h) x 390mm(d)

£67.50

£68.00

£217.60

£83.40

£39.80

£56.80

£192.90

£68.00

£174.10

£83.40

£215.00

£80.00

£220.00

£240.00

£90.00

£95.00

£149.90

£285.90 £319.20

£28.80 £67.80

£56.80

£187.00

£56.80



The finishing touch

With a Smartflow bath filler, water runs into your bath through 
the filler rather than a traditional bath mixer tap. Mounted on 
the inside of the bath, the Smartflow acts as a combined filler 
and overflow and comes with a click waste. It can be used with 
a manual mixer valve as a simple bath filler, or connect it to a 
diverter valve to control both bath and shower outlets.

BATH FILLERS
 

78 7979

The finishing touch

BATH MOUNTED HANDSETS & BATH SPOUT
 

SVACS02

Smartflow bath filler (round)
Chrome finish

SVACS23

Smartflow bath filler (round)
Black finish

SVACS12

Traditional Smartflow bath filler 
Chrome finish

SVACS07

Smartflow bath filler (square)
Chrome finish

T221505

Round bath mounted shower kit
Chrome finish

T131502

Square bath mounted shower kit
Chrome finish

GUARANTEE
Smartflow bath fillers benefit 

from a 10 year guarantee 

T171402

Sign wall mounted spout
Chrome finish

Innovative and discreet shower handsets are a must 
for the contemporary bathroom, perfect for mounting 
on to the edge of your bath for a minimalist look.

10
YEAR

SVACS30

Smartflow bath filler (round)
Brushed brass finish

£166.00£187.50

£166.00 £166.00 £133.30 £133.30

£127.30£200.00



80 8181

SHOWER SEATS
 

8020

TR7001

Shower seat 
Easy to install compact design
Folds up flat to the wall when not in use
Detachable from wall bracket
Holds up to 160kg
Fixings supplied
381(w) x 287mm(d) unfolded

8030

The finishing touch

SHOWER ACCESSORIES
 

SVACS03 Chrome

SVACS18 Black

SVACS27 Brushed brass

Round wall elbow
55(w) x 55(h) x 46mm(d)

SVHOSE01 Chrome

Shower hose 1.5m  
Durable chrome plated brass 
construction, can be used with 
high and low pressure systems

SVHOSE02 Silver

SVHOSE04 Black

Shower hose 1.5m  
Easy clean smooth shower hose
Avaiable in 2 finishes 

Shower seat 
Compact design 
Ideal for shower cubicles
Folds up flat to the wall when not in use
Durable thermoset plastic design
Chrome plated trim
Easy to install
Holds up to 160kg
350(w) x 328mm(d) unfolded

Luxury shower seat 
Compact design
Soft close seat 
Ideal for shower cubicles
Folds up flat to the wall when not in use
Durable thermoset plastic design
Easy to install
Holds up to 200kg
365(w) x 360mm(d) unfolded

Square wall elbow
50(w) x 50(h) x 50mm(d)

SVACS16 Chrome

Event-click wall elbow
70(w) x 70(h) x 64mm(d)

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

SVACS06 Chrome

SVACS26 Black

SVACS28 Brushed brass

AVAILABLE IN
CHROME  

BLACK
OR

BRASS

SVHOSE03 Metalic

Shower hose 1.5m  
PVC with metallic finish, can be 
used with high and low pressure 
systems

SVHOSE05 Brushed brass

Shower hose 1.5m  
Stainless steel hose finished in 
pvd brass, can be used with high 
and low pressure systems

SVACS11 Chrome

SVACS25 Black

Round wall elbow & 
shower handset holder
43(w) x 43(h) x 54mm(d)

AVAILABLE IN  
CHROME

OR
BLACK

SVACS08 Chrome SVACS10

Bar valve quick fixing kit
Durable chrome plated 
brass construction

Square wall elbow & 
shower handset holder
50(w) x 50(h) x 62mm(d)

SVACS17 Chrome

Event-click wall elbow  
& shower handset holder
70(w) x 70(h) x 78mm(d)

SVACS22 Brushed brass

Brushed brass shower  
handset wall bracket
Made from solid brass

£40.70
£45.30

£29.90 £49.00

£51.00

£109.10

£53.10

£169.30

£39.70£40.70
£45.00

£55.00 £55.00

£53.00£34.80

£54.00

£60.00

£54.00 £22.80£51.00 £34.00



Keeping in touch

CUSTOMER SERVICE & AFTERCARE 
 

As one of the UK’s largest suppliers of bathroom furniture & accessories, 
we set very high standards in design, manufacture & service. We also invest 
heavily in product improvement & innovation. By choosing Roper Rhodes, 
you can be confident that your product is of unrivalled quality.

Explore the rest of the Roper Rhodes collection with our 
full bathroom book and dedicated fitted furniture & mirrors 
& cabinets brochures. Ask your local retailer for a copy or 
visit our website to order or download one. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/brochures/

OUR BROCHURES

At Roper Rhodes, we pride ourselves in offering high 
quality products that are built to last, even in the hectic  
and high traffic space that is the bathroom. That’s why 
all of our showers come with a 10 year guarantee, 
including the thermostatic cartridge, offering you 
complete peace of mind. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/our-guarantees/

GUARANTEES

Roper Rhodes products are available to view at our 
selected specialist stockists throughout the UK and Ireland.
Head over to our website now to find your nearest supplier. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/stockists/

RETAILERS

Visit our website to find even more inspiration for your 
next bathroom project, with detailed guides and inspiring 
articles. Here you can also find technical details for all our 
products, as well as access our customer service team 
and list of stockists. 
roperrhodes.co.uk

WEBSITE

Viewpoint photography - viewpoint-photography.co.uk - 01761 420841
Kaufmann Keramik - www.kaufmann-keramik.de - +49 (9283) 89806-0
Mandarin Stone - mandarinstone.com - 01600 715 444
Sarson Stone Group - sarsonstonegroup.com - 01380 720007
Claybrook Studio - www. claybrookstudio.co.uk – 020 7052 1555
Orac Décor -  www.decorative-coving.co.uk - 0208 660 2854 
Bauwerk Paint -https://www.bauwerkcolour.com - +49 34224 469626
Eskimo - eskimodesign.co.uk - 0207 117 0110
Pooky Lights - https://www.pooky.com -  020 7351 3003
Industville - www.industville.co.uk - 0207 971 7871

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

All prices quoted are inclusive of Value 
Added Tax, which will be charged at the 
rate applicable on the date your product is 
dispatched. The prices charged will be those 
ruling at the date of dispatch and Roper 
Rhodes cannot be held responsible for any 
errors or omissions in this brochure.

PRICING

If you need to contact us, our experienced 
in-house customer service team has a wealth 
of knowledge about our products.

01225 303900
sales@roperrhodes.co.uk         

Monday to Thursday - 9:00am - 5:30pm
Friday - 9:00am - 5:00pm

HOW TO CONTACT US

We carry extensive stocks of replacement 
parts and are normally able to dispatch 
spares within 24 hours of your request.  
Attention is drawn to the policy of replacing 
any damaged part with a spare part where 
possible. Complete exchanges will only be 
made if damage is extensive.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Roper Rhodes Ltd reserves the right to 
amend the specification of its products at any 
time if an opportunity to improve the product 
occurs. All dimensions are approximate and 
quoted within reasonable tolerances.The 
furniture colours shown in this brochure are 
representative only and can be affected by 
a multitude of factors such as lighting and 
surrounding items. If you are unsure we would 
recommend obtaining a swatch.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

82 8383

Keeping in touch

CUSTOMER SERVICE & AFTERCARE 
 

As one of the UK’s largest suppliers of bathroom furniture & accessories, 
we set very high standards in design, manufacture & service. We also invest 
heavily in product improvement & innovation. By choosing Roper Rhodes, 
you can be confident that your product is of unrivalled quality.

Explore the rest of the Roper Rhodes collection with our 
full bathroom book and dedicated fitted furniture & mirrors 
& cabinets brochures. Ask your local retailer for a copy or 
visit our website to order or download one. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/brochures/

OUR BROCHURES

At Roper Rhodes, we pride ourselves in offering high 
quality products that are built to last, even in the hectic  
and high traffic space that is the bathroom. That’s why 
all of our showers come with a 10 year guarantee, 
including the thermostatic cartridge, offering you 
complete peace of mind. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/our-guarantees/

GUARANTEES

Roper Rhodes products are available to view at our 
selected specialist stockists throughout the UK and Ireland.
Head over to our website now to find your nearest supplier. 
roperrhodes.co.uk/stockists/

RETAILERS

Visit our website to find even more inspiration for your 
next bathroom project, with detailed guides and inspiring 
articles. Here you can also find technical details for all our 
products, as well as access our customer service team 
and list of stockists. 
roperrhodes.co.uk

WEBSITE

Viewpoint photography - viewpoint-photography.co.uk - 01761 420841
Kaufmann Keramik - www.kaufmann-keramik.de - +49 (9283) 89806-0
Mandarin Stone - mandarinstone.com - 01600 715 444
Sarson Stone Group - sarsonstonegroup.com - 01380 720007
Claybrook Studio - www. claybrookstudio.co.uk – 020 7052 1555
Orac Décor -  www.decorative-coving.co.uk - 0208 660 2854 
Bauwerk Paint -https://www.bauwerkcolour.com - +49 34224 469626
Eskimo - eskimodesign.co.uk - 0207 117 0110
Pooky Lights - https://www.pooky.com -  020 7351 3003
Industville - www.industville.co.uk - 0207 971 7871
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